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EBC and Hawk concert are two biggest names in automotive brake parts. Specializing in high
performance braking, these two companies are regularly the first choices of automotive enthusiast.

EBC manufacture brake rotors, pad and fluid for a range of vehicles like cars, SUVâ€™s, motorcycles,
trucks, bicycles, ATVâ€™s and carts. Based in the Australia, EBC has been manufacturing brake tools
since 1978. They manufacture a variety of brake pads.

Their brake pads are a semi-metallic compound contribution which enhanced coefficient of
smoothness over your stock brake pads while sustaining a quiet, expected brake feel. EBC
immature Stuff brake pads are the doorway level performance brake pad. Ideal for heavier rides or
fare vehicles that do better autocross gather. Original bite offers an outstanding brake feel while
observing dust and noise to a minimum.

EBC crimson Stuff brake pads are a stoneware compound that offers a high coefficient resistance
for excellent original pad bite. Quality pads for forceful drivers who enjoy late braking. Due to the
ceramic compound, you can expect less dust from these brake pads than from the Green Stuff pads.

EBC fair Stuff brake pads are not as better for driving on the street, but great for heavy track use.
The quantity of resistance this pad offer is huge. You can look forward to lots of dust with this pad,
so if you acquire the Yellow Stuff, be confident to buy some wheel cleaner too.

EBC immature ultimate brake pads were made for SUVâ€™s and trucks that require better stopping
performance without an increase in noise or dust.

Hawk Brake Pads

Hawk brake pads are the perfect street-performance substitute pad from Hawk. Huge initial pad bite
in a low-dust semi sharp compound makes them a champion for weekend autocross soldier.

Hawk Performance Ceramic brake pads recommend higher levels of resistance than your stock
pads while keeping the stock wear, noise and dust characteristics. Hawk great street driver which
prefers less maintenance over higher performance.

Hawk is the ideal autocross and track day pad for everyone. Engineered to survive higher
temperatures for maximum periods of time, the HP Plus pads keep brake lightens to a minimum and
resistance to the maximum.
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Hopefully this channel will help you make a better choice to choose the best one for you. If you need
still more information about auto parts and brake pads, check out these excellent resources of a
EBC brake pads and a Hawk brake pads.
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